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BATHROOM TV SERIES
The ultimate in Innovation and Perfection!



While the mirror blends in decoratively with your interior and allows 
for styling and grooming, the integrated television set ensures - 
once switched on – for the best entertainment and information. 
The highly reflective Mues-Tec mirror conceals the TV when 
switched off and impresses with a clear and crisp picture when 
switched on.

Behind regular glass and thus protected from moisture and dirt 
lies the waterproof TV. With its brushed stainless  steel frame, it 
matches your bathroom fittings discretely. The corrosion-resistant 
stainless steel is suitable for long-lasting use in the bathroom.

Behind regular glass and thus protected from moisture and dirt 
lies the waterproof TV. With its polished stainless steel frame it 
discreetly adapts to your chrome fittings. The corrosion-resistant 
stainless steel is suitable for the long-lasting use in the bathroom.

with a scratch-resistant acrylic frame of your choice. The 
waterproof TV hides behind regular glass and thus protected from 
moisture and dirt.

SG Series

EG Series

EP Serie

DA Serie

One mirror - two functions:

The Stainless Steel TV - brushed:

The stainless steel TV - polished:

Personalize your Bathroom TV:

black

red-love

silver

orange

white

grey

brown

*More colours 
available contact us 
for your consultation
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The Bathroom TV series by Mues-Tec has been specially 
designed for the application in wet areas. Whether above 

the bathtub or in the shower, the TV not only convinces with  
manifold application possibilities, but also in its design variety.  
The innovative LED technology guarantees brilliant image 
quality and its high-quality components also ensure for  solid, 
reliable functionality. The standard TV inputs and outputs  offer 
the obligatory variety of connections. Thanks to  special glass 
equipment, waterproof properties and 12-Volt DC operation, all 
devices are absolutely safety-compliant. Built-in passive breathing 
also allows flush-mounted installation in order to discreetly 
integrate the bathroom TV. 

Integrated powerful vibration loudspeakers ensure television 
enjoyment in best audio quality. Specially designed for the 
conditions in wet areas, Mues-Tec offers a wide range of TVs 
for the perfect TV components for the multimedia equipment of 
bathrooms and wellness oases. Available in three popular Sizes 
18.5" (47cm), 22" (56cm) and 32" (81cm) and four design options: 
mirrored, with brushed or polished stainless steel frame, or 
coloured acrylic frames, the Bathroom TV from Mues-Tec hardly 
leaves any desires unfulfilled.  
Mues-Tec products speak for themselves. Mues-Tec, simply a 
must in technology.

Why a Bathroom TV from Mues-Tec?

High-quality, robust and very easy-care glass protects the LED 
screen and the LED display technology behind it. The series EG, 
EP and DA are made of regular glass, without any mirror reflection. 
These series are suggested in very bright bathrooms or when a 
completely unclouded TV picture is desired. The SG series uses 
special mirror glass, which makes the TV appear invisible when 
switched off. Please note, you may encounter a small amount of 
reflection in the television picture due to the nature of the product 
being mirrored. We are happy to assist you with any questions.

Don’t miss out on some good entertainment even while showering 
or taking a bath. Enjoy watching your favorite series in the tub 
or catch up with the latest news in the shower. Whether for 
relaxation or as a time saver, the Bathroom TV serves your wishes. 
Waterproof according to IP65, you may use it in a variety of ways, 
please seek professionals for the installation.  

High quality glass Waterproof
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SpaWellness Shower



The 12 Volt DC operation guarantees safety in wet areas and 
allows the installation of the Bathroom TV even in the shower! 
The bathroom is subject to strict regulations, with the 12 Volt-DC 
operation you are on the safe side.

The vibration speaker, or resonance body speaker, is permanently 
installed in the Bathroom TV. Unlike common speakers, it does 
not require any holes in the glass, which would be a way for water 
entering the TV. The vibration speaker transforms the glass into a 
resonating body.

12 Volt Vibration speaker

You prefer the installation of your Bathroom TV on an VESA 
bracket? No problem. The pre-drilled holes allow the easy mounting 
to common TV mounts, of course also to swivel arm holders, 
should you want to enjoy the bathroom TV from different angles.

The most common installation of the Bathroom TV is the flush 
mounting. What conventional TVs can't do, the Mues-Tec Bathroom 
TV can, because it does not require any active ventilation. To install 
the Bathroom TV in the shower, professional flush-mounting is 
absolutely necessary.

VESA Flush mounting
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With a few simple steps and without major construction measures, 
The surface mounting is easy to realize and provide an added 
elegance to your bathroom. The power supply unit can, taking into 
account the safety regulations, be easily installed in the mounting 
frame of the TV set.

The German mirror glass of the SG series convinces with its 
robustness and dual properties. The pyrolytic coating guarantees 
the longevity of the mirror and its high reflectance of 65% in 
combination with its light transmission of 25% for the optimum use 
in the bathroom.

Surface mounting Mirror glass

The brushed (EG series) or polished (EP series) stainless steel 
frame Will match your bathroom fittings beautifully. The stainless 
steel from German production is made of a corrosion-resistant 
steel quality for a durable use in your bathroom.

The Bathroom TV has been developed according to German 
quality standards and undergoes various quality controls in 
accordance with the production. The IP certification for the wet 
area, the RoHS, CE, CCC, FCC and the ISO9001 certification was 
also performed.

Stainless steel Quality standard
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The passive ventilation enables the flush-mounted installation of 
the Bathroom TV series. While conventional TV devices require 
circulating air, the Mues-Tec technology doesn't to depend on for 
private use.

The built-in unamplified digital coaxial audio output can be used 
to connect to high quality stereo systems and can thus be easily 
controlled centrally.

Passive ventilation Sound system

Turn your Bathroom TV into an Android or Apple TV via the HDMI 
port. The complimentary infrared extension cable is suitable for 
remote set top box control. We also recommend the waterproof 
Mues-Tec Universal remote control.

PVR, Personal Video Recorder, allows for time-shifted television. 
The PVR recording function allows you to record your favorite 
shows and movies using a USB flash drive or an external hard drive.

Android & Apple TV PVR Function
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You do not want to miss your premium channels in the bathroom 
either? No problem, the integrated CI slot makes it possible to 
integrate your CI module. We recommend using a subscription card 
from your provider, as the connection is located on the back of the 
Bathroom TV.

The integrated Triple Tuner allows the connection of all 
transmission systems: Satellite (DVB-S2), Cable (DVB-C) and 
Terrestrial, (DVB-T2). Simply connect the corresponding cable 
directly to the the Bathroom TV and start the channel scan. There 
is no need for external receivers.

CI Slot Triple Tuner

All you need for installation and operation is included in the scope 
of delivery.

The dispatch takes place exclusively by respectable, highly 
professional transport companies and is insured. Your order leaves 
our company warehouse in Hesse, Germany always carefully 
checked and securely packaged.

Scope of delivery Shipping
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Mounting Hardware

Power Supply Remote Control, 
Waterproof

Instructions

Mounting Frame

Infrared Extension

TV unit

Suction Cup



ISO9001 is the international standard that specifies requirements for a quality management system.

FCC Declaration of Conformity certifies that the electromagnetic interference from the device is under the limits approved by the 

United States Federal Communications Commission.

CE marking signifies that products sold in the European Economic Area have been assessed to meet high safety, health, and 

environmental protection requirements.

CCC is a safety mark for product quality standardization when sold or used in the Chinese market.

RoHS affects all applicable products sold in the EU and restricts materials banned under RoHS such as lead and mercury.

IP65 & IP66 certifies products was tested to withstand exposure to dust, water and impact.

CERTIFICATIONS REFERENCES

SPECIFICATION
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SG-1850/EG-1850/EP-1850/DA-1850 SG-2200/EG-2200/EP-2200/DA-2200 SG-3200/EG-3200/EP-3200/DA-3200

18,5”/ 47cm 22”/ 56cm 32”/ 81cm

200 x 200 mm

A

10,5 kg 13,5 kg 23.2 kg

CB

Passiv

400 x 400 mm

IP65 

 Internal vibration speaker. 3 Watt, 8 Ohm

12 Volt DC via external power supply 24 Volt DC via external power supply

Renowned LED panel

16:9

TV Unit / Mounting Frame with Screws / Waterproof Remote Control / 12V Power Supply / IR Extension / Suction Cup / Manual

Screen diagonal 

IP class

Loudspeaker

VESA 

Cooling 

Energy class

Weight (net)

Operating voltage 

Screen type

Aspect ratio

Scope of delivery 
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Product specifications and data are subject to change without notice.

Technische sowie Design Änderungen können jederzeit ohne Vorankündigung geändert werden.

  info@mues-tec.de

  www.mues-tec.de 

  +49 (0)6648-917888

    Hauptstr. 16, 36137 Grossenlueder
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  info@mues-tec.ch

  www.mues-tec.ch 

  +41 (0)33 588 0117

   Bierigutstr. 1, 3608 Thun

Switzerland


